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Abstract
We introduce and study a topological structure over vectorial and Riesz MV-alge-
bras, similar to metric spaces. Continuous functions with values in these spaces are
studied and a ﬁx point theorem is obtained. Moreover we introduce the concept of
derivative and integral of MV-valued functions; i.e. functions with values in a Riesz
MV-algebra. Finally we present two applications.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The ﬁrst steps in Mathematical Analysis in MV-algebras setting were made
in [1,13]. In [13] is introduced the concept of a vectorial MV-algebra and in [9]
are introduced MV-modules. The applications of MV-algebras to image pro-
cessing (see [11–14]) motivate the study of mathematical analysis in MV set-
ting.
The applications of classical Approximation Theory to image processing are
well known. For example, Fourier transforms, Bi-cubic splines are widely used
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for image ﬁle compression. Also, computer aided design uses approximation
theory.
Another approach to image processing which uses MV-algebras can be
found in [11,12]. In this setting, using logical operators and fuzzy sets, image
ﬁle compression is also possible.
The aim of this paper is to provide a theoretical background for combining
these techniques. So it will be possible to obtain better compression rates and
better quality of the decompressed image.
We will use logical operators and fuzzy sets to obtain a compressed ﬁle (as in
[11] or [12]) and approximate the image by some polynomials, rational func-
tions, trigonometric polynomials or splines, for decompression. Since com-
pression uses MV-algebra structure of RGB space of colors and since
decompression is based on approximation theory, we need to develop analysis
in MV-algebras setting. Also, if we want to obtain approximation properties
such as error estimates for diﬀerent compression methods, in the same
expression will occur logical operators, fuzzy sets, and approximation opera-
tors. This motivates to develop Mathematical Analysis in MV setting.
After a preliminary section, where we recall some properties of (vectorial
and Riesz) MV-algebras, we introduce and study (in Section 3) the topological
structure of vectorial MV-algebras. In Section 4 we study the vectorial MV-
algebra of continuous functions and we give a ﬁx point theorem, similar to
Banach ﬁx point theorem in metric spaces. In Section 5 we introduce and study
the derivative and integral of a function with values in a Riesz MV-algebra. We
apply the above mentioned derivatives and integrals to interpret some linguistic
expressions. The second application concerns image ﬁle compression. In this
application we point out a method for image ﬁle compression in the setting of
Riesz MV-modules.
2. Preliminaries
Let us recall some deﬁnitions and properties needed in what follows. We
denote Rþ ¼ fx 2 R : xP 0g and Rþ stands for Rþ without 0.
First of all it is necessary to remind the deﬁnition and some properties of
MV-algebras (see e.g. [5,6]) which will be used later.
Deﬁnition 2.1. An MV-algebra is an algebra hA;;:; 0Ai with a binary oper-
ation , a unary operation : and a constant 0A satisfying the following
equations:
(MV1) x ðy  zÞ ¼ ðx yÞ  z;
(MV2) x y ¼ y  x;
(MV3) x 0A ¼ x;
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(MV4) ::x ¼ x;
(MV5) x :0A ¼ :0A;
(MV6) :ð:x yÞ  y ¼ :ð:y  xÞ  x.
On each MV-algebra A is deﬁned the constant 1A and the operations  and
 as follows:
ii(i) 1A ¼def :0A;
i(ii) x y ¼def :ð:x :yÞ;
(iii) x y ¼def x :y.
Let A be an MV-algebra and x; y 2 A. We say that x6 y if and only if x and y
satisfy one of the following equivalent conditions:
ii(i) :x y ¼ 1A;
i(ii) x :y ¼ 0A;
(iii) y ¼ x ðy  xÞ;
(iv) there is an element z 2 A such that x z ¼ y.
It follows that 6 is a partial order, called the natural order of A. On each
MV-algebra A the natural order determines a bounded distributive lattice
structure.
The distance function d : A A! A is deﬁned by
dðx; yÞ ¼def ðx yÞ  ðy  xÞ:
In every MV-algebra A we have:
ii(i) dðx; yÞ ¼ 0A if and only if x ¼ y;
i(ii) dðx; yÞ ¼ dðy; xÞ;
(iii) dðx; zÞ6 dðx; yÞ  dðy; zÞ;
(iv) dðx; yÞ ¼ dð:x;:yÞ;
i(v) dðx s; y  tÞ6 dðx; yÞ  dðs; tÞ.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (see [13]). We say that an MV-algebra A, is a vectorial MV-
algebra, if there is deﬁned a multiplicative, external operation  : Rþ  A! A
having the following properties:
ii(i) 1  x ¼ x for any x 2 A;
i(ii) ðaþ bÞ  x ¼ a  x b  x for any x 2 A and a; b 2 Rþ;
(iii) a  ðb  xÞ6 ða  bÞ  x for any x 2 A and a; b 2 Rþ;
(iv) dða  x; a  yÞ6 a  dðx; yÞ, for any x; y 2 A and a 2 Rþ.
We recall the deﬁnition and some properties of truncated modules (see [9]).
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Deﬁnition 2.3. An MV-algebra A is a truncated module over a unital lattice
ordered ring ðR; vÞ if there is deﬁned an external operation  : Rþ  A! A such
that the following properties hold for any a; b 2 Rþ and x; y 2 A.
(1) ðaþ bÞ  x ¼ a  x b  x;
(2) a  ðx yÞ ¼ a  x a  y if x6:y;
(3) a  ðb  xÞ ¼ ða  bÞ  x if a; b 2 ½0; v.
If moreover holds (4) v  x ¼ x then A is called a unital MV-module over
ðR; vÞ.
Deﬁnition 2.4. An MV-algebra A will be called a Riesz MV-algebra if it is a
unital truncated module over ðR; 1Þ. The following properties will be helpful in
what follows.
In a Riesz MV-algebras we have (see [9]):
iii(i) a  ðb  xÞ6 ða  bÞ  x for any x 2 A and a; b 2 Rþ;
ii(ii) dða  x; a  yÞ6 a  dðx; yÞ;
i(iii) 0  x ¼ 0;
i(iv) a  0 ¼ 0;
ii(v) x6 y ) a  x6 a  y;
i(vi) a6 b) a  x6b  x;
(vii) a  ðx yÞ6 a  x a  y.
In [9] is proposed the question whether any vectorial MV-algebra is a Riesz
MV-algebra, the converse being true. The answer is negative. A simple example
can be obtained if over a boolean MV-algebra A we deﬁne a  x ¼ x, for all
x 2 A and a 2 Rþ. Indeed, it is easy to check the properties deﬁning a vectorial
MV-algebra hold true, but 0  x ¼ x which contradicts the above property (iii)
of Riesz MV-algebras. We observe that this example is strange and all exam-
ples which appear in applications (RGB model, fuzzy sets) form a Riesz MV-
algebra.
Recall also the deﬁnition and some properties of the modulus of oscillation
associated to a function, the concept of continuous function with values in a
vectorial complete MV-algebra. (see [13]). Observe that these are slightly
modiﬁed: instead of the interval ½a; b we have a metric space.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let A be a vectorial complete MV-algebra, ðX ;DÞ a metric
space and let f : X ! A be a mapping. Then the function xðf ; Þ : Rþ ! A
deﬁned by
xðf ; dÞ ¼
_
fdðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ; x; y 2 ½a; b; Dðx; yÞ6 dg
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is called the modulus of oscillation of f on X , where
W
represents the supre-
mum of a subset of A.
Theorem 2.6
ii(i) dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ6xðf ;Dðx; yÞÞ for any x; y 2 X ;
i(ii) xðf ; dÞ is a nondecreasing mapping in d;
(iii) xðf ; 0Þ ¼ 0A;
(iv) xðf ; d1 þ d2Þ6xðf ; d1Þ  xðf ; d2Þ for any d1; d2;2 Rþ;
i(v) xðf ; ndÞ6 n  xðf ; dÞ for any d 2 Rþ with n 2 N;
(vi) xðf ; kdÞ6 ðkþ 1Þ  xðf ; dÞ for any d; k 2 Rþ.
Some further properties are given in the following
Lemma 2.7. Let A be a vectorial MV-algebra and ðX ;DÞ a metric space. If
xð; Þ : AX  Rþ is the modulus of oscillation of a function, then the following
properties hold true:
i(i) xðf  g; dÞ6xðf ; dÞ  xðg; dÞ, for all f ; g 2 AX and d 2 Rþ.
(ii) xðk  f ; dÞ6 ðkþ 1Þ  xðf ; dÞ, for all f 2 AX and d; k 2 Rþ.
Proof. Let x; y 2 A such that Dðx; yÞ6 d.
i(i) Then by the properties of the distance function d : A A! A we have
dðf ðxÞ  gðxÞ; f ðyÞ  gðyÞÞ6 dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ  dðgðxÞ; gðyÞÞ. By Theorem
2.6, (i) we have dðf ðxÞ  gðxÞ; f ðyÞ  gðyÞÞ6xðf ; dÞ  xðg; dÞ. This leads
to xðf  g; dÞ6xðf ; dÞ  xðg; dÞ.
(ii) By Deﬁnition 2.2, (iv) we have: dðk  f ðxÞ; k  f ðyÞÞ6 k  dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ. By
(v) of the same deﬁnition, k  dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ6 ð½k þ 1Þ  dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ, which
by (i) leads to: ð½k þ 1Þ  dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ ¼ dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ      dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ
(½k þ 1 times). Here ½k denotes the integer part of the real number k.
Now we obtain: ð½k þ 1Þ  dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ6Wjxyj6 d dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ     W
jxyj6 ddðf ðxÞ;f ðyÞÞ (½k þ 1 times). This easily leads to ð½k þ 1Þ  dðf ðxÞ;
f ðyÞÞ6 ð½k þ 1Þ  xðf ; dÞ. h
The following lemma shows some properties of (Riesz) MV-algebras, that
will be helpful in what follows.
Lemma 2.8
ii(i) If a < b and c < d then a c < b d.
i(ii) In any Riesz MV-algebra if a < b and a  x 6¼ 1 then a  x < b  x.
(iii) In any Riesz MV-algebra, if a < 1 then a  x < x for x 6¼ 0.
(iv) In any Riesz MV-algebra, if x < y then a  x < a  y, for any a 2 Rþ with
a  x 6¼ 1.
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Proof
ii(i) It is easy to see that there exist u; v 2 A, u 6¼ 0, v 6¼ 0 such that a u
and d ¼ c v. Then it follows that a c u v ¼ b d, with u v 6¼
0.
i(ii) Suppose that a  x ¼ b  x and it follows that ðb aÞ  x ¼ 0. Then there ex-
ists n 2 N such that 1n 6 b a and then 1n  x6 ðb aÞ  x ¼ 0. Hence
x ¼ 1n  x     1n  x ¼ 0, which is a contradiction.
(iii) Follows from (ii) taking into account that 1  x ¼ x.
(iv) Since there exists z with x z ¼ y, we obtain a  ðx zÞ ¼ a  x a  zÞ ¼
a  y. If a  z ¼ 0 it follows that z ¼ 0, which is a contradiction. h
3. Topological structure of vectorial MV-algebras
Let A be a vectorial MV-algebra. Let us deﬁne Bðx; rÞ ¼ fy 2 A :
dðx; yÞ < rg, r > 0 the open ball with center x and radius r. Let VðxÞ ¼
fV 	 A : there exists a ball Bðx; rÞ 	 V g. The following theorem gives the
existence of a topology on the vectorial MV-algebra A such that a basis of
neighborhoods to be the open balls deﬁned above. We observe the similarity
with classical metric spaces.
Theorem 3.1. There is a unique topology on the vectorial MV-algebra A such that
VðxÞ is the set of all neighborhoods of the point x 2 A, and the open balls form a
basis of neighborhoods.
Proof. First we verify the four conditions in e.g. [4, p. 20]
(1) The ﬁrst condition is obvious since there exists Bðx; rÞ with x 2 Bðx; rÞ 	 V
for all V 2VðxÞ.
(2) Let U ; V 2VðxÞ. Then there exist Bðx; r1Þ 	 U and Bðx; r2Þ 	 V . Let
y 2 Bðx; r1 ^ r2Þ. Then dðx; yÞ < r1 ^ r26 r1 and we have
Bðx; r1 ^ r2Þ 	 Bðx; r1Þ 	 U and Bðx; r1 ^ r2Þ 	 Bðx; r2Þ 	 V . It follows that
Bðx; r1 ^ r2Þ 	 U
T
V and this means that U
T
V 2VðxÞ.
(3) Let U 2VðxÞ and U 	 V then it is obvious that V 2VðxÞ.
(4) Let V 2VðxÞ. Then there exists some Bðx; rÞ 	 V . Let us consider
W ¼ Bðx; 1
2
 rÞ and y 2 W . We prove that V 2VðyÞ. It is easy to see that
for z 2 Bðy; 1
2
 rÞ and by Lemma 2.8, (i) we have dðx; zÞ6 dðx; yÞ
dðy; zÞ < 1
2
 r  1
2
 r ¼ r. This leads to z 2 Bðx; rÞ 	 V . It follows that
Bðy; 1
2
 rÞ 	 V which means that V 2VðyÞ.
By the above cited theorem and conditions (1)–(4) follows the assertion of the
theorem. h
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Remark 3.2. Riesz MV-algebras can be endowed with the same topology, being
vectorial MV-algebras too. The topology described in the previous theorem
will be called in what follows the ball topology. Let ðX ; sÞ be a topological
space and A a vectorial MV-algebra. An MV-valued function will be a function
f : X ! A. Also, continuity can be considered as continuity of functions be-
tween topological spaces i.e. f : X ! A is continuous iﬀ for all V 2Vðf ðxÞÞ
there exists U 2VðxÞ such that f ðUÞ 	 V .
Theorem 3.3. The ball topology in Riesz MV-algebras coincides with the interval
topology.
Proof. Let I ¼ ða; bÞ be an open interval in the Riesz MV-algebra A. Let x 2 I .
Then it follows that a < x < b and
d x;
1
2
 ðb aÞ
 
¼ d 1
2
 ðx xÞ; 1
2
ðb aÞ
 
6 1
2
 ðdðx; bÞ  dðx; aÞÞ:
Since dðx; bÞ6 b a and dðx; aÞ6 b a it follows that
d x;
1
2
 ðb aÞ
 
6 1
2
 ð2  ðb aÞÞ6 b a:
So, we have obtained I 	 Bð1
2
 ðb aÞ; b aÞ, where Bðx; rÞ ¼ fy 2 A :
dðx; yÞ6 rg. We are going to prove that dðx; 1
2
 ðb aÞÞ 6¼ b a. Indeed, if we
suppose the contrary then x 1
2
 ðb aÞ  1
2
 ðb aÞ  x  ¼ 1
2
 ðb aÞ and
since b 1
2
 ðb aÞ ¼ 1
2
 ðb aÞ it follows that x ¼ b, which is a contradiction.
Reciprocally, let us consider Bðx; rÞ and y 2 Bðx; rÞ. Then dðx; yÞ6 r. By the
deﬁnition of the distance function ðx yÞ  ðy  xÞ6 r. Then y  x6 r and
y6 r  x.
Also, since the negation is order reversing, by de Morgan law we have
:r6:ðx :y  y  :xÞ ¼ ð:x yÞ  ð:y  xÞ. By multiplying this inequality
by x we obtain: :r  x6 x ð:x yÞ  ð:y  xÞ6 ðx ^ yÞ  ð:y  xÞ6 y,
which means that x r6 y. The equality x r ¼ y leads to contradiction as in
the previous case and so y 2 ðx r; x rÞ.
The above consideration leads to the existence of intervals I1, I2 such that
I1 	 Bðx; rÞ 	 I2 i.e. the ball topology coincides with the interval topology. h
Let R be a Riesz space (i.e. vector lattice over the reals) endowed with the
interval topology. Then by [9, Prop. 5.5] it follows that a Riesz MV-algebra is a
topological subspace of a Riesz space R. If a mapping is continuous in R then it
is continuous in A too.
Theorem 3.4. Any vectorial MV-algebra is a topological MV-algebra (i.e. the
operations  and : are continuous see [6]).
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Proof. Firstly we observe that we are allowed to talk about continuity of the
operations since already we have a topology on any vectorial MV-algebra.
To prove the continuity of ‘‘’’ ﬁrstly we observe that dðx y; s tÞ6
dðx; sÞ  dðy; tÞ. Let us suppose that s t 2 Bðx y; rÞ. Then for s 2 Bðx; 1
2
 rÞ
and t 2 Bðy; 1
2
 rÞ we have dðx y; s tÞ6 dðx; sÞ  dðy; tÞ < 1
2
 r  1
2
 r ¼
ð1
2
þ 1
2
Þ  r ¼ r.
Since dðx; yÞ ¼ dð:x;:yÞ then the continuity of negation is easily seen and
the theorem is proved. h
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a Riesz MV-algebra. Then the external multiplication is
continuous in its arguments.
Proof. Since dða  x; a  yÞ6 a  dðx; yÞ it easily follows that for y 2 Bðx; 1a  rÞ.
Hence, we have, by Lemma 2.8, (iv) dða  x; a  yÞ < a  ð1a  rÞ6 r. This means
that a  y 2 Bða  x; rÞ, i.e. the external multiplication is continuous. Since any
Riesz MV-algebra is a topological subspace of a Riesz space endowed with the
interval topology, by [2] it follows that the external multiplication in Riesz MV-
algebras is continuous in both of its arguments. h
In the following theorem we list some topological properties of Riesz MV-
algebras. These results are analogous to some classical results in metric spaces.
Theorem 3.6
(1) Every Riesz MV-algebra is a Haussdorff topological space.
(2) If xn 2 A, n 2 N is a sequence from a Riesz MV-algebra, then
limn!1 xn ¼ x 2 A iff. limn!1 dðxn; xÞ ¼ 0.
(3) If f : X ! Y , X 	 A is a compact subset of a Riesz MV-algebra and Y is an
arbitrary topological space, then f ðX Þ is compact.
(4) If f : X ! R, X 	 A is a compact subset of a Riesz MV-algebra then f is
bounded (i.e. there exists M 2 R such that jf ðxÞj6M for all x 2 X ) and at-
tains its supremum and infimum on X .
(5) If X 	 A, is a compact subset of the Riesz MV-algebra A then it has the Bolz-
ano–Weierstrass property (i.e. every infinite subset has an accumulation
point).
(6) If X 	 A is a subset of a Riesz MV-algebra having the Bolzano–Weierstrass
property, then X is sequentially compact. (i.e. every sequence has a conver-
gent subsequence).
(7) If X 	 A is a sequentially compact subset of a Riesz MV-algebra A then it is
totally bounded (i.e. there exists a finite set of open balls which cover X ).
(8) A compact set X of a Riesz MV-algebra A is separable (i.e. there is a count-
able, everywhere dense subset in X ).
(9) A sequentially compact set X 	 A of the Riesz MV-algebra A is topologically
complete (i.e. every Cauchy sequence converges).
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(10) If X 	 A is a totally bounded, topologically complete subset of a Riesz MV-
algebra A, then it is compact.
(11) If X 	 A is sequentially compact subset of the Riesz MV-algebra A then it is
compact.
(12) If A is a topologically complete Riesz MV-algebra, then X 	 A is compact,
iff it is closed and totally bounded.
Proof
(1) Let x; y 2 A, x 6¼ y. Then B x; 1
2
 dðx; yÞ  \ Bðy; 1
2
 dðx; yÞÞ ¼ ;.
(2) Let rn 2 A be such that limn!1 rn ¼ 0. Then the balls Bðx; rnÞ form a
neighborhood base at the point x (i.e. any neighborhood V of x contains a ball
Bðx; rnÞ). Then the limit of the sequence xn is x iﬀ xn 2 Bðx; rnÞ which is equiv-
alent to dðxn; xÞ6 rn ! 0 for n!1.
Assertions (3)–(5) are restatements in vectorial MV-algebras of classical
topological results (see [3]).
(6) Let ðxnÞn2N 	 X and E ¼ fxn 2 X : n 2 Ng. If E is ﬁnite then it has
obviously a convergent subsequence. If E is inﬁnite then it has an accumulation
point x 2 A. Then every open ball Bðx; 1j  1Þ, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . contains a point
xnj 2 E where nj16 nj. Since multiplication is continuous in both arguments
Riesz MV-algebras and 1j  1! 0 for j!1, by (2) it follows that xnj ! x for
j!1.
(7) If X is not totally bounded then there exists r 2 A, r 6¼ 0 such that no
ﬁnite set of balls of radius r covers X . Chose x1 2 X . Then Bðx1; rÞ does not
cover X . Hence, there exists x2 62 Bðx1; rÞ. By the above assumption
fBðx1; rÞ;Bðx2; rÞg does not cover X , so there exists x3 2 X such that
dðx1; x3ÞP r and dðx2; x3ÞP r. Proceeding in this way we obtain a sequence
ðxnÞn2N such that dðxn; xmÞP r for each pair of points. This is in contradiction
with (2) since for any convergent sequence xn one must have dðxn; xÞ ! 0 and
then r6 dðxn; xmÞ6 dðxn; xÞ  dðxm; xÞ ! 0 for n;m!1.
(8) For every n 2 N we have Sx2X Bðx; 1n  1Þ ¼ X . Since X is compact, there
exists a ﬁnite family Bn which covers X . Then the union of all Bn covers X and
is countable. By axiom of choice there exists xi in each ball from [Bn. Then the
set E ¼ fxig is dense and the closure of E is X (E ¼ X ).
(9) Let ðxnÞn2N be a Cauchy sequence of X . Then there exists a subsequence
ðxniÞi2N converging to x 2 X . Since dðxi; xÞ6 dðxi; xniÞ  dðxni ; xÞ the assertion
easily follows.
We observe that by (7) and (9) a sequentially compact subset of a vectorial
MV-algebra is totally bounded and complete.
(10) Let ðxnÞn2N be a sequence in X , with X totally bounded and complete
subset of a Riesz MV-algebra A. Then for every e 2 X , e > 0 there exists
B xðeÞ; 1
2
 e  which contains an inﬁnite number of elements from the sequence
ðxnÞ. Let e ¼ 1. Then we obtain a sequence ðxð1Þn Þ such that dðxð1Þp ; xð1Þm Þ6
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dðxð1Þp ; xð1ÞÞ  dðxð1Þ; xð1Þm Þ < 1. For e ¼ 12  1 we obtain a subsequence xð2Þn
 
of xð1Þn
 
. For e ¼ 1
2
 j  1 we obtain a countable family of subsequences xðjÞn .
Let us take the diagonal sequence xðnÞn
 
. Then it converges by (2) and by the
continuity of the multiplication which holds in its ﬁrst argument in every Riesz
MV-algebra.
(11) The proof is the same as the classical one (see e.g. [3]).
(12) Is a direct consequence of the preceding results. 
The following corollary is a compactness criterion for Riesz MV-algebras
which are obtained by truncation of some normed vector space. Observe that
all representative examples in [9,13] are obtained this way.
Corollary 3.7. A Riesz MV-algebra which is the truncated modulus of a normed
vector space is compact iff it is a parallelepiped in Rn.
Proof. Let A be a Riesz MV-algebra. Then A is a truncated modulus of a vector
lattice V over the reals, being also topological subspace. A classical result of
analysis states that V is locally compact normed vector space iﬀ it is ﬁnite
dimensional. Then A is compact iﬀ V is locally compact iﬀ it is ﬁnite dimen-
sional i.e. it is Rn. By the preceding theorem it is enough to prove that [0,1] is
totally bounded in the ball topology. Since in this case the distance function
coincides with the euclidean distance and the ball topology is the usual
topology over [0,1] the assertion holds true. h
Let us mention that under the assumption of the preceding corollary a Riesz
MV-algebra is locally compact iﬀ. it is compact. It would be interesting to
extend this compactness criterion to all Riesz MV-algebras.
4. The vectorial MV-algebra of continuous functions
First we prove a theorem concerning the characterization of continuous
functions with values in a vectorial MV-algebra. In what follows, A is a vec-
torial MV-algebra.
Theorem 4.1. Let ðX ;DÞ be a metric space and f : X ! A. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
ii(i) f is continuous;
i(ii)
V
d2Rþ xðf ; dÞ ¼ 0A;
(iii) for all e 2 A, e 6¼ 0, there exists some d 2 Rþ such that xðf ; dÞ6 e;
(iv) for all e 2 A, e 6¼ 0, there exists some d 2 Rþ such that dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ6 e,
8x; y 2 A with Dðx; yÞ6 d;
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(v) if ðanÞn2N, is a sequence convergent to 0 such that for all n 2 N there exists
some mP n such that am 6¼ 0, then xðf ; anÞ converges to 0.
Proof. Let f : X ! A, and xðf ; Þ the modulus of continuity of f . Suppose that
f is continuous. Then ^d2Rþxðf ; dÞ ¼ 0. Indeed for any neighborhood V of
f ðxÞ there exists a ball Bðf ðxÞ; eÞ 	 V and by continuity there exists a ball
Bðx; dÞ in the metric space X such that f ðBðx; dÞÞ 	 Bðf ðxÞ; eÞ i.e. for Dðx; yÞ < d
it follows that dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ < e. This shows that (iv) holds. Assume (iv) holds.
Then it is easy to see that f ðBðx; dÞÞ 	 Bðf ðxÞ; eÞ, i.e. f is continuous. This
proves (i) is equivalent to (iv).
Let e > 0 and suppose that xðf ; dÞP e for all d 2 Rþ. Then it follows that
^d2Rþxðf ; dÞ 6¼ 0, contradiction which proves (ii)) (iii).
Suppose now that (iii) is true and that u ¼ ^d2Rþxðf ; dÞ. Then it is easy to
see that u and 0 are ﬁrst elements in the underlying lattice of the MV-algebra A.
Then u ¼ 0, which proves (ii).
The equivalence between (iii) and (iv) is obvious by the deﬁnition of the
modulus of continuity.
To prove (iii)) (v) let us consider a sequence ðanÞn2N, convergent to 0. Then
by [1, Deﬁnition 5],
V1
n¼1
W1
k¼n ak ¼ 0. Then for any d > 0 there exists NðdÞ 2 N
such that
W1
k¼NðdÞ ak 6 d. Let us chose e > 0 and d 2 Rþ such that xðf ; dÞ6 e.
Since x is nondecreasing, then for any nPNðdÞ we have xðf ; anÞ6xðf ; dÞ andW1
k¼NðdÞ xðf ; akÞ6 e. Taking the inﬁmum we obtain
V1
n¼1
W1
k¼n xðf ; akÞ6V
NðdÞ
W1
k¼NðdÞ xðf ; akÞ6 e. Hence we get that
L lim
n!1
xðf ; anÞ6U lim
n!1
xðf ; anÞ6 e:
Since e is arbitrary, we must have L limn!1 xðf ; anÞ ¼ U limn!1 xðf ; anÞ ¼ 0,
and then xðf ; anÞ converges to 0.
To prove (v)) (iii) let us consider ðanÞn2N a sequence which converges to 0.
Then for all d 2 Rþ there exists some NðdÞ such that d6 an for nPNðdÞ. Then
since x is nondecreasing, we have
V
d2Rþ xðf ; dÞ6
V
d2Rþ
W1
k¼NðdÞ xðf ; akÞ6V1
n¼1
W1
k¼n xðf ; akÞ6 e. h
Some similar assertion holds for functions deﬁned on vectorial MV-algebras
with values in vectorial MV-algebras.
Theorem 4.2. Let A;B be vectorial MV-algebras and f : A ! B. Then the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent:
ii(i) f is continuous;
i(ii)
V
d2A xðf ; dÞ ¼ 0 (here xðf ; dÞ ¼ supfdðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ : dðx; yÞ6 dgÞ;
(iii) for all e 2 B, e 6¼ 0, there exists some d 2 A such that xðf ; dÞ6 e;
(iv) for all e 2 B, e 6¼ 0, there exists some d 2 A such that dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ6 e,
8x; y 2 A with dðx; yÞ6 d;
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(v) if ðanÞn2N, is a sequence convergent to 0 such that for all n 2 N there exists
some mP n such that am 6¼ 0, then xðf ; anÞ converges to 0.
As it is well known, given an MV-algebra A, and a set B, the set AB of all
functions f : B! A becomes an MV-algebra if the operations , : and the
element 0 are deﬁned pointwise (see e.g. [6]). Let us deﬁne the external mul-
tiplication ‘‘Æ’’ pointwise (i.e. ða  f ÞðxÞ ¼ a  f ðxÞ) for all x 2 B. It is easy to
check that AB is a vectorial MV-algebra. Also, a subalgebra Y of a vectorial
MV-algebra A will be called a vectorial subalgebra if a  x 2 Y for all a 2 Rþ
and x 2 Y .
Theorem 4.3. Let X be a topological space and CAðX Þ the space of continuous
functions defined on X with values in a vectorial MV-algebra A endowed with the
operations , :, Æ, and constant 0 defined pointwise. Then CAðX Þ is a vectorial
subalgebra of the vectorial MV-algebra AX .
Proof. First observe that dð0; 0Þ ¼ 0 leads to the continuity of the function 0.
We observe also that any constant function is continuous.
Since dðf ðxÞ  gðxÞ; f ðyÞ  gðyÞÞ6 dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ  dðgðxÞ; gðyÞÞ the conti-
nuity of f  g follows.
Since dðx; yÞ ¼ dð:x;:yÞ for all x; y 2 A easily follows that f is continuous iﬀ
:f is continuous.
The above assertions prove that CAðX Þ is subalgebra of the MV-algebra A.
All we have to prove is that k  f is continuous for all f 2 CAðX Þ and k 2 Rþ.
Since dða  f ðxÞ; a  f ðyÞÞ6 a  dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ then the function a  f is contin-
uous. h
Remark 4.4. The vectorial MV-algebra CAðX Þ is not necessarily complete, even
not r-complete and not topologically complete so it is not necessarily compact
and also not necessarily sequentially compact. This is shown by the follow-
ing simple example. Let us deﬁne for any nP 1, the functions fn : ½0; 1 !
½0; 1:
fnðxÞ ¼ n  x if x 2 0;
1
n
 
;
1 otherwise:

It is easy to see that limn!1 fn ¼
W1
n¼1 fn ¼ f , where f ðxÞ ¼
0 if x ¼ 0
1 otherwise

.
Since the distance function in this case coincides with the Euclidean distance
on R, it is easy to see that fn are continuous for all n 2 N, but f is not con-
tinuous.
As an application of the above developed theory we present the following ﬁx
point theorem, which is an analogous to Banach ﬁx point theorem.
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Theorem 4.5. Let A be a Riesz MV-algebra which is also a complete topological
space. Let g : A! A be a contraction (i.e. dðgðxÞ; gðyÞÞ6 a  dðx; yÞ, a < 1). Then
g has a unique fix point i.e. there exists a unique x 2 A with gðxÞ ¼ x.
Proof. Let us consider the sequence xm ¼ gðxm1Þ, x0 2 A. Then we have
dðxnþp; xnÞ ¼ dðgðxnþp1Þ; gðxnÞÞ6 a  dðxnþp1; xn1Þ6    6 an  dðxp; x0Þ;
for any n; p 2 N.
Also we get
dðxp; x0Þ6 dðxp; xp1Þ  dðxp1; xp2Þ      dðx1; x0Þ
6 ap  dðx1; x0Þ  ap1  dðx1; x0Þ      dðx1; x0Þ
and ﬁnally
dðxnþp; xnÞ6 an  ððap þ    þ 1Þ  dðx1; x0ÞÞ6 a
n
1 a dðx1; x0Þ:
Observe that since A is a Riesz MV-algebra, multiplication is continuous in its
arguments, so it follows that xn is a Cauchy sequence, and since A is topo-
logically complete, it follows that xn converges to some x 2 A.
It is easy to see that x is a ﬁx point. Indeed we have:
dðx; gðxÞÞ6 dðx; xnÞ  dðxn; gðxnÞÞ  dðgðxnÞ; gðxÞÞ
6 dðx; xnÞ  dðxn; xnþ1Þ  a  dðxn; xÞ:
Since all the terms can be made arbitrarily small we obtain that dðx; gðxÞÞ ¼ 0
and so gðxÞ ¼ x.
To prove the uniqueness of the ﬁx point, assume that y 2 A is a ﬁx point of
g. Then we have
dðx; yÞ ¼ dðgðxÞ; gðyÞÞ6 a  dðx; yÞ:
By Lemma 2.8, (iii) and (iv) we obtain dðx; yÞ ¼ 0. h
The following corollary illustrates the applicability of the results developed
above, in fuzzy analysis. This corollary is a ﬁx point Theorem for fuzzy set-
valued functions.
Corollary 4.6. Let CFðX Þ be the set of all continuous fuzzy subsets of a given
topological space X . Then any contractive mapping g : CFðX Þ ! CFðX Þ has a
fix point.
Proof. We observe that CFðX Þ is the truncated modulus of the Riesz space
CðX Þ ¼ ff : X ! R; f continuousg and so it is a Riesz MV-algebra. h
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5. Derivatives and integrals of MV-valued functions
In this section we deﬁne and study derivatives and integrals of MV-valued
functions. The main ideas are analogous to fuzzy concepts of Hukuhara dif-
ferentials and Henstock integrals of fuzzy-number-valued functions (see e.g.
[10,15]). In this section A denotes a Riesz MV-algebra.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let x; y 2 A such that xP y then the unique z 2 A such that
y  z ¼ x is called the H-diﬀerence of x and y and is denoted by x y.
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let f : ½a; b ! A where ½a; b 
 R is an interval and x 2 ða; bÞ.
Then f is said to be diﬀerentiable at x iﬀ the limits limh&0
f ðxþhÞf ðxÞ
h and
limh&0
f ðxÞf ðxhÞ
h exist and are equal. In this case the common value of these
limits is denoted by f 0ðxÞ and is called the diﬀerential of f . At a and b only
onesided derivatives are considered.
Theorem 5.3. If f is differentiable then f is continuous.
Proof. Indeed
dðf ðxþ hÞ; f ðxÞÞ ¼ d h  1
h
 f ðx

þ hÞ; h  1
h
 f ðxÞ

6 h  d 1
h
 f ðx

þ hÞ; 1
h
 f ðxÞ

:
Let u 2 A be such that f ðxþ hÞ ¼ f ðxÞ  u. Then by the properties of the
distance function we have
dðf ðxþ hÞ; f ðxÞÞ6 h  d 1
h
 ðf ðxÞ  uÞ; 1
h
 f ðxÞ
 
6 h  d 1
h
 f ðxÞ  1
h
 u; 1
h
 f ðxÞ
 
6 h  d 1
h
 ðf ðx

þ hÞ  f ðxÞÞ; 0

:
Passing to limit with h& 0, since in Riesz MV-algebras the external multi-
plication is continuous in its both arguments, it follows that
lim
h&0
dðf ðxþ hÞ; f ðxÞÞ6 lim
h&0
h  d 1
h
 ðf ðx

þ hÞ  f ðxÞÞ; 0

¼ 0
which completes the proof. h
Theorem 5.4. Let f ; g : ½a; b ! A be differentiable at x 2 ½a; b. Then a  f  b  g
is differentiable for all a; b 2 R and ða  f  b  gÞ0 ¼ a  f 0  b  g0.
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Proof. Since f and g are diﬀerentiable at x, the H-diﬀerences f ðxþ hÞ
f ðxÞ ¼ u and gðxþ hÞ  gðxÞ ¼ v exist for suﬃciently small h > 0. Then
f ðxþ hÞ ¼ f ðxÞ  u, gðxþ hÞ ¼ gðxÞ  v and a  f ðxþ hÞ ¼ a  f ðxÞ  a  u, b 
gðxþ hÞ ¼ b  gðxÞ  b  v, i.e. the H-diﬀerence a  f ðxþ hÞ  b  gðxþ hÞ
ða  f ðxÞ  b  gðxÞÞ exists and is equal to a  ðf ðxþ hÞ  f ðxÞÞ  b  ðgðxþ hÞ
gðxÞÞ. Then we have by the continuity of the external multiplication,
lim
h&0
a  f ðxþ hÞ  b  gðxþ hÞ  ða  f ðxÞ  b  gðxÞÞ
h
¼ lim
h&0
a  ðf ðxþ hÞ  f ðxÞÞ
h
 lim
h&0
b  ðgðxþ hÞ  gðxÞÞ
h
¼ a  f 0ðxÞ  b  g0ðxÞ;
which completes the proof. h
Deﬁnition 5.5. Let f : ½a; b ! A be an MV-valued function. Then f is said to be
integrable to I 2 A iﬀ for all e 2 A, e > 0, there exists d 2 R such that for any
division D ¼ fa ¼ x0 < x1 <    < xn ¼ bg and points ni 2 ½xi1; xi with
mðDÞ ¼ maxi¼1;...;nfjxi  xi1jg < d we have
d ni¼1 ðxi
  xi1Þ  f ðniÞ; I < e:
We set I ¼ R abf ðxÞdx.
The next theorem lists some properties of the integral.
Theorem 5.6. Let f ; g : ½a; b ! A be integrable functions with values in the Riesz
MV-algebra A. Then
iiii(i)
R c
a f ðxÞdx
R b
c f ðxÞdx ¼
R b
a f ðxÞdx. for any c 2 ða; bÞ.
iii(ii) a  R ba f ðxÞdx b 
R b
a gðxÞdx ¼
R b
a ða  f ðxÞ  b  gðxÞÞdx. for all a;
b 2 R.
ii(iii) :ðR ba f ðxÞdxÞ ¼
R b
a :f ðxÞdx.
ii(iv)
R b
a cdx ¼ ðb aÞ  c, for all c 2 A.
iii(v) If u : ½a; b ! Rþ is an integrable function, then u  c is integrable andR b
a ðuðxÞ  cÞdx ¼ ð
R b
a uðxÞÞ  c.
ii(vi) If f ðxÞ6 gðxÞ for all x 2 ½a; b then R ba f ðxÞdx6
R b
a gðxÞdx.
i(vii) If dðf ðxÞ; gðxÞÞ is integrable then
d
Z b
a
f ðxÞdx;
Z b
a
gðxÞdx
 
6
Z b
a
dðf ðxÞ; gðxÞÞdx:
(viii) If fn converges to f with all fn integrable, then the sequenceR b
a fnðxÞdx!
R b
a f ðxÞdx.
i(ix) Any continuous function is integrable.
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Proof. The proofs of (i)–(v) are obvious. As a consequence the set of all inte-
grable functions, forms itself a vectorial (Riesz) MV-algebra.
For (vi) let us denote hðxÞ ¼ gðxÞ  f ðxÞ, i.e. gðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ  hðxÞ. Then by (ii)R b
a gðxÞdx ¼
R b
a f ðxÞdx
R b
a hðxÞdx.
For (vii) we observe that for any division with suﬃciently small norm we
have
d
Z b
a
f ðxÞdx;
Z b
a
gðxÞdx
 
6d
Z b
a
f ðxÞdx;ni¼1ðxi

 xi1Þ  f ðniÞ

 d ni¼1 ðxi
  xi1Þ  f ðniÞ;ni¼1ðxi xi1Þ  gðniÞ
 d ni¼1 ðxi

 xi1Þ  gðniÞ;
Z b
a
f ðxÞdx

:
The ﬁrst and the last term, by the deﬁnition of integrability can be made
arbitrarily small. Then by the properties of the distance function we obtain
d
Z b
a
f ðxÞdx;
Z b
a
gðxÞdx
 
6 2  eni¼1ðxi  xi1Þ  dðf ðniÞ; gðniÞÞ:
Passing to limit with mðDÞ ! 0 we have the required inequality.
(viii) follows from (vii).
(ix) follows from a theorem of approximation of MV-valued functions (see
[13]) and (viii) of this theorem. Indeed since f is continuous, it is uniformly
approximable by polynomials. Let Bnðf ; xÞ ! f ðxÞ. But any polynomial is
integrable by (ii) and (v). h
We prove next the Leibniz–Newton formula in Riesz MV-algebras.
Theorem 5.7. If f is continuous then F ðxÞ ¼ R xa f ðtÞdt is differentiable and
F 0ðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ.
Proof. We observe that F ðxþ hÞ ¼ F ðxÞ  R xþhx f ðtÞdt. Then
lim
h&0
F ðxþ hÞ  F ðxÞ
h
¼ lim
h&0
1
h

Z xþh
x
f ðtÞdt:
But we have
d
1
h

Z xþh
x
f ðtÞdt; f ðxÞ
 
¼ d 1
h

Z xþh
x
f ðtÞdt; 1
h
 h  f ðxÞ
 
:
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By (iv) and (vii) of the previous theorem we have:
d
1
h

Z xþh
x
f ðtÞdt; f ðxÞ
 
¼ d 1
h

Z xþh
x
f ðtÞdt; 1
h

Z xþh
x
f ðxÞdt
 
6 1
h
 d
Z xþh
x
f ðtÞdt;
Z xþh
x
f ðxÞdt
 
6 1
h

Z xþh
x
dðf ðtÞ; f ðxÞÞdt
6 1
h

Z xþh
x
xðf ; hÞdt6xðf ; hÞ:
By the continuity of f and Theorem 4.1 the required result is proved. h
6. Two applications
In what follows we give an example to illustrate possible use of the deriv-
ative and integral introduced above, in the Riesz MV-algebra of fuzzy subsets
of a given set. This simple application proves also possible use of the techniques
developed above, to interpret some linguistic fuzzy expressions.
Let A ¼FN the set of all fuzzy subsets of N. Let f : ½a; b !FN, deﬁned
pointwise: f ðrÞ : N! ½0; 1, f ðrÞðnÞ ¼ raba
 n
, for any r 2 ½a; b, n 2 N. This
function models e.g. the expression ‘‘r is much greater than a, but less then b’’
of order n. Indeed, if r is near to b the membership value of f ðrÞðnÞ is almost 1,
for ﬁxed n 2 N. When r is near to a then the membership value is almost 0. If
we refer to the example of fuzzy sets, the derivative introduced in this section is
somehow the variation of the membership value, so it can model the expression
‘‘becomes’’. Now it models the expression ‘‘r becomes much greater than a but
r is less then b’’. Then we have f 0ðrÞðnÞ ¼ min nba  raba
 n1
; 1
n o
. Also the mean
value of the function f when r 2 ½a; b can model the expression ‘‘r is much
greater than a, but less then b when r takes all the values in ½a; b’’. Then we
have 1ba
R b
a f ðrÞdr
h i
ðnÞ ¼ 1nþ1.
The next application refers to image processing. We apply fuzzy logic and
approximation theory to image ﬁle compression–decompression.
Firstly, let us construct some approximation operators with values in a Riesz
MV-algebra. The following operators of approximation are obtained from the
crisp univariate ones by taking tensor product and then, instead of usual sum
and integral, we use the sum with respect to  and the integral deﬁned in the
previous section. For the deﬁnitions in the univariate case see e.g. [7]. Let g be a
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bivariate function deﬁned on some rectangle with values in a Riesz MV-alge-
bra.
The bivariate Bernstein polynomial in the Riesz MV-algebra A is
Bn;mðgÞðx; yÞ ¼ 
n
k¼0
m
l¼0
pn;kðxÞpm;lðyÞ  g kn ;
l
m
 
;
where x; y 2 ½0; 1 and pn;kðxÞ ¼ nk
 
xkð1 xÞnk, k ¼ 0; . . . ; n, l ¼ 0; . . . ;m.
The bivariate Shepard operator in the Riesz MV-algebra A can be expressed
as follows:
Rn;mðg; x; yÞ ¼ 
n
k¼n
m
l¼m
rn;kðxÞrm;lðyÞ  gðxk; ylÞ;
with rn;kðxÞ ¼ ðxxkÞ
2pPn
j¼nðxxjÞ
2p and xk ¼ k4n, yl ¼ l4m, k ¼ n; n, l ¼ m;m, pP 1, or
R0n;mðg; x; yÞ ¼ 
n
k¼n
m
l¼m
rn;m;k;lðx; yÞ  gðxk; ylÞ;
where
rn;m;k;lðx; yÞ ¼
ðx xkÞ2 þ ðy  ylÞ2
h ip
Pn
i¼n
Pn
j¼n½ðx xiÞ2 þ ðy  yjÞ2p
; pP 1:
The Jackson operator associated to g is
Jn;mðgÞðx; yÞ ¼
Z p
p
Z p
p
KnðtÞKmðsÞ  gðxþ t; y þ sÞdsdt;
where KnðtÞ ¼ Ln0 ðtÞ, n0 ¼ ½n=2 þ 1,
Ln0 ðtÞ ¼ 3
2pn0½2ðn0Þ2 þ 1
sinðn0t=2Þ
sinðt=2Þ
 	4
;
Z p
p
Ln0 ðtÞdt ¼ 1:
Let us consider PnðxÞ ¼ cn cosð2n arccos xÞx2sin2 p
4n

 2
where cn is chosen in such a way thatR 1
1 PnðxÞdx ¼ 1 and consider the Bojanic-DeVore operator
Kn;mðg; x; yÞ ¼
Z 1
2
1
2
Z 1
2
1
2
½gðt; sÞ  gð0; 0ÞPnðt  xÞPmðs yÞdsdt þ gð0; 0Þ:
Let 0 < t16    6 tn < 1 be the basic knots and trþ16    6 t0 ¼ 0,
1 ¼ tnþ16    6 tnþr some auxiliary knots. Let nj 2 ½0; 1 \ suppNj,
j ¼ r þ 1; . . . ; n. The bivariate B-spline associated to g is
Sðg; x; yÞ ¼ n
i¼rþ1
m
j¼rþ1
NiðxÞNjðyÞ  f ðni; njÞ;
where MðxÞ ¼ Mðx; t0; . . . ; trÞ ¼ r½t0; . . . ; trð  xÞr1þ and Nðx; t0; . . . ; trÞ ¼
1
r ðtr  t0ÞMðx; t0; . . . ; trÞ denote the B-splines M and N (½t0; . . . ; trg denotes the
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divided diﬀerences of the function g). We consider these approximation
operators on the Riesz MV-algebra [0,1]3, which represents the RGB model of
the colour of a pixel on the screen, where we normalized each component of
RGB to 1.
Let A;B be fuzzy sets (A : f1; . . . ; kg ! ½0; 1 and B : f1; . . . ; lg ! ½0; 1,
k; l 2 N). We model the image as a function f : ½0; 1  ½0; 1 ! ½0; 13 (we have
normalized each component of RGB-model to be in [0,1]). In order to com-
press the ﬁle we divide it in blocks of k  l pixels. From the block of coordi-
nates u, v we store only one value
gðu; vÞ ¼
_l
j¼1
_k
i¼1
½ðAðiÞtBðjÞÞtf ðxi; yjÞ; ð6:1Þ
where t is Łucasiewicz t-norm (we deﬁne atða; b; cÞ ¼ ðata; atb; atcÞ, 8a 2 ½0; 1
and ða; b; cÞ 2 ½0; 13Þ. The value of g is stored in the position indexed by the
coordinates of the block in which it is obtained. The compression is done.
For decompression we shall approximate the above obtained function g by
some (trigonometric) approximation polynomial, rational function or spline in
the Riesz MV-algebra [0,1]3 on each block of dimension ðnþ 1Þ  ðmþ 1Þ
pixels. Let f : ½0; 1  ½0; 1 ! ½0; 13.
Now, from each block of dimension m n pixels we have to obtain
k  m l  n pixels. Let hði; jÞ ¼ P ikm ; jln
 
, i ¼ 0; . . . ; k  m, j ¼ 0; . . . ; l  n be the
approximate value to g, where P is one of the above deﬁned approximation
polynomials. These values give us the decompressed ﬁle. The compression–
decompression algorithm is given below.
Let f : ½0; 1  ½0; 1 ! ½0; 13 denote an image with M  N pixels, M ;N 2 N,
ﬁle which will be compressed.
Compression
Step 1: Divide the ﬁle in blocks of dimension k  l pixels.
Step 2: For the block of coordinates ðu; vÞ, u ¼ 1; . . . ;M=k, v ¼ 1; . . . ;N=l,
store the value
gðu; vÞ ¼
_l
j¼1
_k
i¼1
½ðAðiÞtBðjÞÞtf ðxi; yjÞ:
The ﬁle in which we stored the values gðu; vÞ is the compressed ﬁle.
Decompression
Step 1: Divide the compressed ﬁle in blocks of dimension ðnþ 1Þ  ðmþ 1Þ if
we use Lagrange or Bernstein polynomials or splines. For Shepard-
type operators we divide the ﬁle in blocks of dimension ð2nþ 1Þ
ð2mþ 1Þ. For Jackson and Bojanic-DeVore-type operators, the
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dimension of the block is not correlated with the number of interpola-
tion points.
Step 2: Compute the value Pðx; yÞ given above.
Step 3: Store the values hði; jÞ ¼ P ikm ; jln
 
, i ¼ 0; . . . ; k  n, j ¼ 0; . . . ; l  n.
The ﬁle in which we stored all the values hði; jÞ for all blocks is the
decompressed ﬁle.
If diﬀerent t-norms and diﬀerent approximation polynomials are used, dif-
ferent image ﬁle compression–decompression methods are obtained. Also, let
us observe that this is a generalization of existing methods based only on
approximation theory, since if the fuzzy set A is a crisp set consisting only of
one element i0, i.e. AðiÞ ¼ di;i0 (Kronecker d) and so is also B, BðjÞ ¼ dj;j0 , then
gðu; vÞ ¼ f ðxi0 ; yj0Þ, i.e. a single value of the function f . The use of fuzzy logic
allows a better choice of the values that should be approximated. For example,
since approximation makes more uniform the decompressed image. If we
sharpen the colours of approximation points this eﬀect can be diminished. So,
depending on the choice of the membership functions of the fuzzy sets A and B
we can have a better control on the interpolation points. For example, in [12]
these membership functions are of gaussian-type. In our interpretation this
means to chose a ‘‘maximum value’’ of f , around the middle point of a given
block, value which is inﬂuenced by the values of the function f at points in the
same block.
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